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Origin of Cryptocurrency?

 Base for Cryptocurrency?

 How Block Chain Technology 

Works

 Bitcoin & other Cryptocurrencies

 Legal, Regulatory and 

Compliance issues

Challenges



Issues with current banking systems?

High Transaction Fees
 Bank of America, JP Morgan Chase, Wells Fargo earned $ 8 billion 

in 2017.

Double-Spending

Centralized 

No transparency

Fraud – Fake notes

Financial Crisis & Chances for collapse
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Origin of Bitcoin

 US Subprime crisis

 History and Mystery
 At 18.10 GMT, October 31, 2008, a user named

Satoshi Nakamoto published paper Bitcoin: A peer-
to-peer Electonic Cash System

 Outlined a system for creating a new form of digital
money called Bitcoin.

 Open source

 Digital signature + Encryption

 No central authority – peer to peer

 Public ledger/ decentralized ledger

 Good returns
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Speciality of Bitcoin…

 Bitcoin was the first digital, i.e., cryptocurrency

 44% market share

 A maximum of 21 million Bitcoins can be generated

 Demand increases – Value increases.

 Just as with real world mining, energy must be
invested to solve complex mathematical problems
by which systems earn Bitcoins

 https://www.cryptocoincharts.info/coins/info claims
to be indexing 4,220 cryptocurrencies

 Most circulated: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, Litecoin
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Speciality of Bitcoin… 

Cryptocurrencies

 Finite supply of 21,000,000 BTC (logarithmic supply curve approaches 21 

million around 2140 A.D.)

 Units are divisible to 8 decimal places (smallest unit = 0.00000001 BTC), 

thus 2,099,999,997,690,000 (over 2 quadrillion) maximum possible atomic 

units

 Transferable quickly & globally without any middleman

 Counterfeit-proof (all currency units can be traced from inception)

 Decay-proof (if wallets are backed up properly)

 Forgotten wallet passwords or lost/destroyed private keys’ BTC is 

gone forever, decreasing the money supply, which makes all other 

bitcoins more valuable (naturally deflationary)

 .
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What is Blockchain 

Technology?

 BlockChain Technology is heart of how crypto 

Currencies work.

 Blockchain is tamper-evident ledger shared within a 

network of entities, where the ledger holds a record 

of transactions between the entities. To achieve 

tamper-evidence in the ledger, Blockchain exploits 

cryptographic hash functions.”

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qfxLo1rt1Q
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Blockchain Transaction 10



Technology Behind Bitcoin/ Crypto 

currencies

A network of computers keeps track of Bitcoin payments, and
adds them to an ever-growing list of all the Bitcoin payments that

have been made, called “The Bitcoin Blockchain”

The file that contains data about all the Bitcoin transactions is

often called a “ledger”

Bitcoin value is created through transaction processing, referred

to as “mining,” which is performed by distributed processors

called “nodes” of the peer-to-peer network
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Mining

 Contains nodes possessing copies of a public ledger called 

the block chain

 Block chain contains chronological record of bitcoin 

transactions between bitcoin addresses to prevent double 

spending

 Transactions are broadcast throughout nodes in the 

network, recorded in the distributed block chain, and 

confirmed by mining nodes every ten minutes (avg. 6 

blocks/hour)

 Mining nodes that solve blocks are rewarded with certain 

number of bitcoins (currently 25 BTC/block, decreases over 

time)

 Hash rate on 2014-12-30 was 290,919 terahashes/second 

(that’s 290,919 trillion calculations per second)
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Bitcoin Ledger 15



How to Earn Bitcoins? 16



Mining 17



How to purchase & Sell bit coins

 Bitcoin Exchanges Trading
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Services offered by Bitcoin 

Exchanges

 Storing bitcoin in a bitcoin wallet after deposit/receipt of the same 
in the wallet. 

 Exchange of bitcoin with other currency like a fiat currency. 

 A Merchant gateway service used to pay to merchants in bitcoins 
and acceptance by them thereon. 

 Mobile application providing ease of accessing bitcoin wallets. 

 Sending bitcoins stored in the wallet to another wallet/withdrawing. 

 In India:

 Secure Bitcoin Traders Pvt Ltd: https://coinsecure.in

 Bitxoxo Bitcoins Online Pvt Ltd https://www.bitxoxo.com

 Bitcoin India Software Services Pvt Ltd: https://bitcoin-india.org
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What you Can do with 

Bitcoins?
 Investment – Number being fixed demand incresing

 No regulation – Gambling – risk

 Money Laundering

 Darknet Activities
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Darknet - Activities
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E-commerce
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Regulatory Status 25



Bitcoin Currency 26



How do I buy/sell bitcoins?

 Services (Coinbase.com, Circle.com, 

GoCelery.com, etc.)

 Exchanges (BitFinex.com, BTC-E.com, 

BitStamp.net, etc.)

 Individually (LocalBitcoins.com)
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Thank You


